
Sew 23 Gorgeous Accessories From Left Over
Pieces Of Fabric
Are you tired of seeing those beautiful scraps of fabric go to waste? Do you have
a pile of leftovers from your latest sewing projects just sitting in a drawer? Well,
it's time to put those scraps to good use and create some stunning accessories!
In this article, we will explore 23 amazing projects that will transform your leftover
pieces of fabric into gorgeous fashion items. So, grab your sewing machine and
let's get started!

1. DIY Fabric Headbands: Turn those scraps into stylish headbands that will add
a pop of color to any outfit. With a few simple stitches, you can create a
fashionable accessory that will make heads turn.

2. Fabric Keychains: Jazz up your keys by adding a fabric keychain. Choose your
favorite fabric scraps and create unique designs that will make finding your keys
a breeze.
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3. Patchwork Tote Bag: Combine different fabric pieces to create a stunning
patchwork tote bag. This project is not only practical but also a great way to
showcase your creativity.

4. Fabric Bracelets: Make trendy fabric bracelets by braiding or twisting strips of
fabric. Mix and match different colors and patterns to create a fashionable
statement piece.

5. Scrunchies: Scrunchies are back in style, and what better way to make them
than from your leftover fabric scraps? Sew up a bunch of scrunchies in various
colors and patterns to match all your outfits.

6. Fabric Coasters: Protect your furniture in style by creating fabric coasters. Use
your favorite fabrics and add a touch of elegance to your living space.

7. Fabric Bookmarks: Never lose your place in a book again with these adorable
fabric bookmarks. Choose fabrics that reflect your personality and make reading
a more enjoyable experience.

8. Fabric Key Fobs: Add a personal touch to your keys with fabric key fobs. These
small accessories will make it easy to find your keys in a crowded bag.

9. Fabric Pouches: Create cute fabric pouches that can be used for organizing
makeup, jewelry, or even as a small clutch. The possibilities are endless!

10. Fabric Head Wraps: Make a fashion statement with fabric head wraps.
Whether you're going for a boho look or a retro vibe, fabric head wraps are a
must-have accessory.

11. Fabric Scraps Quilt: If you have a considerable amount of fabric scraps, why
not make a quilt? This project will not only give your scraps a purpose but also



create a beautiful keepsake.

12. Fabric Bow Ties: Dress up any outfit by adding a fabric bow tie. These
accessories are perfect for special occasions and can add a touch of whimsy to
any ensemble.

13. Fabric Envelopes: Need an eco-friendly alternative to store your letters and
cards? Create fabric envelopes using your leftover pieces. These unique
envelopes will make your mail stand out.

14. Fabric Earrings: Make a statement with fabric earrings. Cut your fabric into
fun shapes and attach them to earring hooks to create unique and eye-catching
accessories.

15. Fabric Sunglass Case: Protect your sunglasses in style with a fabric
sunglasses case. Choose a vibrant fabric and showcase your love for sewing
every time you take your sunglasses out.

16. Fabric Hair Accessories: From bows to clips, there are countless ways to
create fabric hair accessories. Let your creativity shine and make head-turning
pieces for your hair.

17. Fabric Lanyards: Customizable fabric lanyards are perfect for holding your
work or school IDs. Pick your favorite fabric scraps and sew them into a durable
and stylish lanyard.

18. Fabric Necklaces: Use your fabric scraps to create unique fabric necklaces.
Sew fabric squares together, add embellishments, and you'll have a one-of-a-kind
accessory that will enhance any outfit.



19. Fabric Headbands for Babies: Make adorable fabric headbands for the little
ones in your life. Choose soft and comfortable fabrics to create stylish and gentle
headbands.

20. Fabric Rosettes: Create beautiful fabric rosettes that can be used as
brooches, hair accessories, or even embellishments on your garments.

21. Fabric Cuff Bracelets: Make trendy cuff bracelets by wrapping fabric around a
metal or plastic frame. These accessories will elevate any casual or formal look.

22. Fabric Scraps Wall Art: Turn your fabric scraps into an impressive piece of
wall art. Use interesting patterns and colors to create a stunning visual display.

23. Fabric Pocket Squares: Elevate your fashion game by adding fabric pocket
squares to your blazers or suits. These small details will make a big impact on
your overall style.
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Bring a touch of elegance to your home with this easy sewing guide featuring 23
vintage-style projects that only require a half-yard of fabric each.
 
In Half Yard Vintage, Debbie Shore teaches you how to turn leftover fabric into
beautiful accessories and home décor items. Featured projects include a lacy
pillow cover, a bucket-style wash bag, and cones for displaying posies of dried
flowers. You can elevate your afternoon tea with a tea cosy, made-to-measure
tray cover, and a cake frill.
 
Half Yard Vintage also includes vintage-style Christmas decorations, including
stockings, an advent calendar, and a wreath. With Debbie’s friendly advice and
step-by-step instructions, vintage style has never looked better!
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